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This summary describes the development of the
Appalachian CommUnity Service Network (ACSN), an educational cable
television network that was originally launched as an experimental
demonstration in the use of the.latest telecommunications for the
delivery of educational services. Ia demcribing how the stage was set
for the eventual development of ACSN, the first chapter reviews the
program's original funding as the Appalachian Educatioh Satellite
Project (AESP)Iby-the National Institute of Education through a grant
to the Appalachian Regional Commisdion (ARC) in the early 1970s.
Individual sections focus on the AESP-experiment, which began with 15
'receive sites in 8 Appalachian states; the plan for its transition
into an expanded, self-sustaining organization; and the use of the
NASA -(National Aeronautics and Spade Adiinistration) ATS-6
communications satWlite. The second chapter traces the development
of ACSN into an 10aependent, nonprofit organization using a
commercial satellite to pr9vi4e 1,300 hours of programming annually
to a nationwide audience, and `the changes for the organization
produced by tjle addition of cable television distribution. A look at
ACSN and the future discusses its new name, ACSN-The Learning
Channel, and its business iolan, program services, program
syndication, and corporate development. (LMM)
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What is still on e of the more interesting uses qi new technology
traces its beginnings back a decade, when farsighted individuals
from a number of federal agencies realized America was on the
edge of a major technological breakthrough whose proportions
were only being .glimpsed at the time.
The result in 1982 is the Appalachian CoMmunity.Service
Network (ACSN),an educatiorlal cable television network'which
provides a uniquely valuabte service to millions of cable tele\l'isior`,
'viewers across the country.
In 1972, the idea was to stretch the use of a NASA experimental
communications satellite beyond scientific successes. The
Appalachian Regional Commission proposed graduate credit
courses.in reading and career education for teachers, to be
transmitted via the satellite to.15 Appalachian communities where
professionals did not have easy access to continuing education.
The expetiment was a resounding success.
From that limited beginning to-test the feasibility of using satellite
technology to expand rural edubational qpportunities, the project
grew to a -commtAications network of more than 45 affiliafed
community sites providing in-service development.in the areas of
ducation, health, industry, government and social welfare.
Eventually, the enlarged project grew into today'I independent_
non - profit corporation, operating in the arivate sector and providing
educational services to home viewers via' community cable TV
-%

r

systems.

Concurrent with that growth, the product being delivered faced
new demands. The original-undertakihg of producing courses in s
the field of graduate education broadened to the design and
production. of programs which included workshops and special
offerings to serve a growing'constituency in the fields of health,
business and social services. As the educational project matured
into a national cable network, its programming requirements
progressed commensurately. Today it operates as a true television
network, prilmarily procuring high quality programming produced to
meet the learning needs of a national audience.
Finally, a simuttneous growth in organizational structure
,Loccurred. The original federally financed project, designed to
experiment with other .government innovations, was nurtured by
several agencies through the commitment of both funds and
manpower, allowing its potential to emerge. Then, in a thoughtful
,, process, it-kigas eased into a position of diminishing federal support
to its current stature as an independent non-profit organintionin
the private sector. The near-term goal is for totatself-sufficiency. .
Certainly., what has been described here is not the only example
of gOve.rnment, in a singular role, demoristrating for the private
sector that innovation and genuine service to the public can b
gOod business. But it is a particularly satisfying one because
potential beneficiaries of its success represent a staggering
proportiori oghe country's population.
.
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Preface

As can sometirhes happen, a convergence of forces, trends and
technological_ developments, which won favor in legislative halls,
the marketplace and the home, provided opportunity which would
.

not have existed otherwisjk,
ItLWat-the decision of cantess in 1965 to establish an agency
as a federal -state partnership for the specific socioeconomic
'benefit of the Appalachian people, which served as'a genesis of
ACSN. The success of the agency CangreSs established, the
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC), is grounded in the
development of irfriovative social andleconomio programs and
.projects to aid Appalachians, and in its aggressive pursyit of other
federal funds to invest in the region.
In the late 1960's, NASA departed from an early policy of
developing spaCe technology but leaving applications up to the
privatesector and adOpted a more assertive role indexploring
1 possible uses of its experimental communications satellites to
meet sOcialneed.-At about the same time, NASA stimulated'an
expansion of the technology which provided\ an opportunity for
going beyond the already successful scientific experimentation.
NASA called on other appropriate federal agencies to assist in'
mounting experiments, to test the feasibility of using satellites to
produCe economic, social and cultural improvements.
One such agency was the Department of Health Education and
W fare, which in 1972'began assisting the space agency inplace which would use the NASA ATS -6 satellite
putti
plan
for experiments testing the
to be launched in 1974
practicality of delivering edu-catiorl and health information by way
of satellite.
As a result, the U.S. Office of Education, and later the National")
Institute of Education (NIE), developed and funded the EdUcation

Satellite ComMunication Demonstration, the largest and Most
ftcdmplex-application of technology to education ever attempted.
Because the ARC became an important part of the Education
Satellite Communications Demonstration and eventually
the
- committed itself. and mczved others,to commitment
Appalachian Community Service Network thrives today, serving
the learning needs of a national audience and providing a genuine
public service in a private industry wl-fich is otherwise dominated
by entertainment, sports and news.
.
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The Stage

is

Existence of the Education Satellite Communication
Demonstration'(ESCD) opened up the possibility tosthe ARC of
testing thejeasibility of meeting educational needs the large
rural Appalachian,area through telecoMmtnication's.
ARC had no prevjous experience in using satellite but it had
established 9ducational relationsIlips through the de elopment of
regional agencies to improve education by respondin to the
specific problems and needs of the region. The agenci s,
generally called Regional Education Service Agencies (RESAs),
served multiple schools, school districts brcounty school systems.
and fostered cooperation across district, county and state lines.,
With that network alrbady in place, the Education Qivision 'of
ARC proposed participation in the Health7Education'Technology
HET) experiments of the.ESCD project. The 1972 proposal called'
for the development of a Resource Coordinating Center to work in'
cooperatio6 with the already established RESAs to dissiminate
career education for teachers using the new satellite technology.
The proposal was'accepted and thp Appalachian Education
Satellite Project (AESI3) was born.
The RESAs were.slated to become the AESP field agents to
operate the project on the local level by distributing program
material, organizing local receive sites, registe(ng participants and
monitoring classes. Local sites were selected from among the 16
RESAs that applied to participate in the experiment. Five were
chosen as main sites. Two ancillary site's were latec selected for
each main site, bringing the total, number to 15. Eight Appalachian
states were represented in the initial AESP activities.
Selection of a RAo,urce Coordinating Center wasfacilitated
through- a prebidders' conference attended by 14' institutions of
higher'education in the region. The University of Kentucky was
_recommended by ARC pd approved by the NIE.
,
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ACSN tsrgan in 1974 serving isolated
communities in Appalachia Today.
ACSN reaches over 2 million homes in
the contiguous United States and
Alaska As The Learning Channel ACSN
is the only cable program network
proyi?finglearning opportunities
for adults
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cessfully delivered to rural communities by satellite. The
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cess increased the interest of the participants.
quality product was being delivered. AESP produced
1:0ti_iiises which topk full advantage of television, radio:taperiecording and cinema techniques, as well'as exploring the
interactive capabilities of the technology. The 'caliber of the
courses was recognized by 12 Appalachian instikitions of higher
learning who granted acadpmicredit to participants.
The total dissemination syste enhanced the program. Local
interests and needs were reflected in active local participation.
Ideas, opinions and suggestions were systematically sought,
analyzed, and mot importantly, used: As a result, AESP benefited
frotri grassroot contacts
all the communities using its prograMs.
Systematic evaluation proved a number of points. Clearly, it was
becoming apparent that delivering college credit coukses to
remote areas was technically feasible and'oost effective. Studer-ts
were learning what was taught and applying it to their Work. And
most significantly, there was a large potential addierIce for
satellite-based learning.
All of that reflected a,fulfillment of the stated objectives of AESP
and was accomplishei in the firstyear of operation, 1974-1975.
What was most especially appeent was that the projeOt filled a
community need not otherwisesiily met, particularly in remote
areas. As a result, a demand was being, created forthe
establishment of a permanent communication network to continue
and expand the services.
Ar1i
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. The.technology worked. Redenfrom thQ.satellrteWas
4 endable providing excellent video and,audio. This technical
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The Transition Begins
In September 1975, the AEA experiment ended. ATS-6 was
moved to a new orbit, precluding further transmission, to the region.
.However, interest in the work did not die. ARC and NIE asked
AESP to deterTnine whether an expanded experimental
demonstration would help local and state insfitutjort-rneet their
needs. The overwhelming response was yes*
Through a series of visits, questionnaires and interviews with
state and local Appalachian officials,
SP was convinced that
both a need and demand existed ity
3,of the.Appalachi n
states for an expanded demonstr
network as a fqllow p tti
the original. experiment..
So began the transition of AESP, Plans were gelled
develdping an 'expansion of the project;which over the years
would become7increasinglyable to generate its own income and
depend less and less ®n federal funding. The new plan .called for
the-development of an 'efficient organization/management
structure which would exPand.the number of sites, vary.the
programming and seek sponsors from a variety of health, social
service, business and government agencies, instead of thepreviouS singular focus on edutationalorganizatioot.
AESP proposed a transition period of four or five years in which
there would be a gradual diminishing of federal support until the
network became a,self-sustaining organization. This was a
'
reasonable proposition because by now it was becoming clear that
communication satellites were proving themselves successful in
both government angl commercial sectors.
Several things were happening simultaneously. The capability of
satellites was being recognized. A single satellite could serve_an
area as vast as the entire U.S. through an unobstructed line-of-site
contact' with ground receive installations regardless of rugged
terrain or the location of man -made 4nterference. It was also
realizedthat satellite and cable TV Systems were meant for each
other. This combination gave ascendency to_sateilite transmission
and sparked the phenomenal growtH of the cable industry.
The New Service to Appalachia 1977-1979
In late 1976, ATS-6 was returned to an orbit over the United
States. Operations using ATS-6 delivery of AESP courses began
again on January 25, 1977. The new operations closely resembled
the predecessor experiment, but some changes had occurred.
Receive sites were gradually established at'45 locations.
throughout Appalachia. Several sites had made their parabolic
antennas available to local cable TV systems and were utilizing
cable to expand their service areas. By the spring of 1979, there
were seven cable TV companies receiving the programming.
AESp's audience for public service programming in Appalachia
was increased. Over 2,800 individuals pa).ticipated as AESP
expanded its courseware coverage to include more instruction for
teachers, as well as emergency medical care, fire preVention
techniques and small business management courses. Needs
assessments during the down-time in 1976 had convinced AESP
staff that diverSified programs would have to be developed by
others as well as themselves. As a-result AESP was becoming a
distributor of programs as well as aoproducer.
However, AESP had scarcely started implementing some of its
planned changes when an event occurred which was to have a far
reaching effect,pn the new organization's objectives, structure,
programming gncimarketing operations.
.

0
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ACSN maintains its technrcal facilities
near Lexington,,KY 'the two larger
antenna are used to send the network's
signal to the satellite (SATCOM 3P)
while the two smaller antenna receive
signals from SATCOM 3R-4nd othei
satellites The building.house,,tACSN's
master control. editing and postproduction Center

In October.1978,SSA announced technical difficulties with the
ATS-6 satellite, precipitating discontinuance of the services within
a projected 12-months. This necessitated a review of the AESP

options.
Alternatives We

1

caFefully investigated. The demand and need
for the service was t
reat to consider not finding a new delivery
for the product, but opti s were limited. NASA was not_planning to
j'ePlace the ATS-6. The Canadian experimental satellite, CTS, was
experiencing technical difficulties, and besides, would require
many expensive receive-site equipment adjustments,. Use of
existinglpublic television was a possibility, except that an entirely
new system would be needed to distribute programming, limited to
the'.use of video tape and film.
All discussions pointed to the need to utilize satellites and to the
desirability of maintaining continuity in programming. The
remaining alternative was to seek time an a commercial satellite
and riot resort to stop -gap measures. ARC allocated funds to'
purchase transponder time on the RCA SATCOM I satellite for one
year tOinsure there would be no break in service.
Unsolicited,.this change.in events propelled the organization in a
new direction. A substantial increase in operating expense
,!
demanded a new revenue structure. AESP investigated the
feasibility of marketing its programming to cableompanies to
secure hbme viewers for courses and workshops. A concurrent
recommendation was the consolidation of some aspects of the AESP network and the creation of a new organization, the
Appalachian Cbrnmunity Service Network, to serve a larger
geographical area and audience.
The last transmission using ATS-6 took place on July27, 1979.
bringing the Successful expansion of NASA experimental satellites
to an end.

:1G

The ACSN
Sto
ft.

ARC approved the renaming and reshaping Of-AESP into ACSN,
a non-profit corporation to be established under-the corporate laws
of theDistrict of Columbia. The initial Board of Directors was
appointed by the ARC. The corporate structure and bylaws were
developed. The Appalachian Community Service Network was
incorporated-in April 1980. It's purposes were clearly stated in.the
Articles of Incorporation.
"To serve and benefit the people of the Appalachian
- Region....by providing educational, cultural, and public interest
programs through a television network utilizing a satellite
distribution system....While.,..the primary Purpose....(is) to serve
the AppalachianRegion, the corporation may also provide
such services to other portions of the Appalachian States and
.

the United States....
"Td....conduct....the creation, desigd development, production,
origination, distribution, and broadeaSling of educational,
cultural, and public service programs on the,basis of priorities
and needs identified in the Appalachian Regiorial

Development Act....the-kograms will be made available to all,
citizens,- with an emphasis placed.on the needs of
undetarved populations in,rural and non-metropolitan
areasIllg'

Today an independent, nonprofit
corporation. ACSN is governed by a
corporate board of dIretors composed
of 17 members The qatfonai ingtitute of
Education, the Southern Educational
Communications Agency and the
Eastern Educational Net Work each have
a permanent member on the board The
remaining 14 members are named by
ACSN s parent agency. the Appalachian
Regional Commission which is
composed of the governors of the 13
Appalachian States and an appointee o'
the President of the United States

The new network was to.be an impressive expansion Of. the
original experiment, serving'a broader program to a laKger
audience. It povided for thecontinued,:use of community receive
sites qut added the .exerting opportunity of making the ACSN
program available to home viewers. "Educational" could properly
be applied as a deScription of all its programming,:but its offerings
would go beyond, formal education. It added a programming focus
'whose orientation was informational. while still peoviding courses
and workshops for which participants would receive academic
credit.

What was.to make the most profound differenCe in the next two
years. however. was that ACSN gained access to cable television
systems. and their built-in audiences. not only in Appalachia.but
throughout the United States. Cable television was to become an
increasingly important part of the ACSN distribution system, greatly'
increasingdhe-potential audience and reducing the need for group
.
viewing sites.
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A New Start
ACSN began operating in October 1980 art, has cOrStinued 7
uninterrupted services since that time..The transition from ARC
administration to independent, non-profit status was accomp4hed
by the staff and a corrtmitted Board of Directors.
.
The premise that the new ACSN model would work has been
justified through its evolution in the early phase. During calendar .
1981, the network achieved the fastest Tate Of.grOwth of all basic
cable programming services according to Ca6levision magazine
(January 18, 1982). In October 1980, ACSN had 70-cable tiffiliateS
carried over from the transition period; by Apr!l 1982, there were
23a in 42 states. During the same time, subscriber households
increased from 350,000 to more than 1.5 million. And the total
o
number of institution's of higher education granting credit for ACSN
courses had risen kr:0'30 to70. To meet the diversified neeq.Of
this enlarged audience, the network increased its ';transmisgion
,
day" twice to its present level of 64 hours per week.
Standing back and looking at atrthat inthe large perspective,
shows that ACSN is`providing 3,300hours of programming
annually to a na nal audience of potentially 5 million viewers, an
.

4
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impressive chan e from the Original 15 receive sites in eight"
Appalachian St es.

..4q.

See all you can
be on Cable TV!
am
MOP
SuccessfulrAIM
ail
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Personal Time Management
Topics in Small Business Mphagement
Computer Basics for Management

dangL.
Creative!

t:

See how to find abetter job!

ANII MI
AID' /it
RAIMINIL

Learn to spend.time and
money wisely!
Cookirt-Calun

41/1211f*,'

Effective!

Needlecraft
Bluegrass Banto Level One

Polish up your career skills!
Jobs Seekingg. Finding and Keepin
How to Be Effective
Where the Jobs Are

Up-to-date!

Keep up with all your interests!

Taikin Film

seal Estate Action Line
Burglar-Proofing.

The mushrooming of the cable industry
made it possible for ACSN to offer its
programming nationwide This
newspaPer advertisement. which cable
systems use to promote ACSN to its
viewers. conveys trte,benefits and the
uniqueness of the network's
programming

6

ACSN, The Learning Channel,
shows you how to keep on learning
and profit by it.

.
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- The actditiOn of cable television distribution .producesi changing
considerations for the organization.
;The-significantly increased potential 'audience and longer
programming day required a diversification of programming
content, to say nothing of an increased quantity of.j5rogrimming.. It
became apparent that the new hetWork did not have the resources
to produce, its own programming.Th'erefore,aggressiNie acpuisition .
of qualify programs became a pripary mode. As had ,beenthe
case-with.the original experiment, viewer needs were carefully
assessed and then addressed through the program acquisition
process. Still, the network did occasionally produce some
programming in the form of speciar workshops and iRteractive
tereconferences when specific needs could not.be met through the
t,
,
acquisition process.
ACSN had the pOtential of reaching a large market and was
putting together a strong product in the form of a varied
educational and informational program package)The obvious step:
Was to assert itself in the marketplaCe. An aggrdssive marketing
division Was developed. Its early success is apparent.
Now the network had a viable product, a, market to be served
and a successful sales effort. The overriding objective, bf course,...
was still to become self-sustaining..The organization's first income
was generated through fees charged to cable operators wh9
carried ACSN's programming and to colleges who enrolled
students in the televised graduate and undergraduate credif
courses. Self-sufficiency appeared to be an obtaihable goal asthe
network continued to grow. However, federal funding began
decreasing more quickly than had originally seen anticipated, sp
new sources of revenue had to be identified on a quicker
schedule.
Despite an evident trend in the cable induStry for programming
serviOes to make their schedules available to' cable systems at no
charge and to return advertising revenue or the potential for such
to the operator: ACSN- determined that it must increase the fee it
charged to cable operators and develop new ways togenerate
revenues directly from the people it served with programming.

.
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ACSN prodiked and delivere'd "a live
teleconference for the U S collference
of Mayors that included a speech by
then President Jimmy Carter Other such
teleconferences have been produced by
ACSN for engineers. lawyers. health'
care professionals. hospital 4
administrators and many other
professional groups.
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Generating revenues from the users of the network is an
important strategy. The support of the network will shift, in time,
from the cajale operators to other sources, pluch este siift has
been taking place from the government to the-catte industry.
This targeted change in the revenue source bas stimulated
some recent alterations in.the definition of.AOSN's ultimate
Constifber and the structure of the programming product b9ing
delivered. For.the Fall 1992'season, ACSN will introduce a hew
Packaged Program Concept. Programming is defined by three
majorlearningobjectives which provide the ACSN audience with
professional development, personal enrichment and credit for
College level courses. Within those objectives, the network
schedules a daily Mix of program "blocks." They are telecourses,.
ted.6her in-service training, continuing education for professionals,
career development, how -to /hobby' information, anNearning for at
home and at work.
In line with the change to a usersupporteri network, ACSN has
begun to offer ancillary materials such as books; transcripts and
audio cassettes to viewers at standard list costs. The bottom line is.
.that ACSN will begin to see a greateer percentage of its operating
income from participant-based sources.
During this time, when user support has been increasing while.
federal support waned, ACM's revenue picture has changed. In
'fiscal 1982, ACSN expects to nearly triple.thit 1981 Ilevel of
revenue to cloSe to a million dollars. The picture fcscl 983 looks .
even more prbrnising.
,

The language, business,- drawing,

writing, space,

o.

social, literaturec

financial, astronomy, cooking, needle-.;

craft; government, diet, biology, real
estate, .cOmputer, music, teaching,
I-health, painting, economics, woodwoticing;autOmotive, furniture refiniShing, gineering,Speeeh, careers, electronics,
, learning channel!!!

TN WARNING GIANNI.
*

1200 New Hampshire' venue, NW, Washington, 13,C 20036, (202) 331-48100
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Today,-ACSN remains theronly cable programming. network with.
a full-time commitment to the delivery of educational, instructional 'and informational programs for adult viesyrs and leathers.
Certainly, competition from other su-pplie can be expected in the
years to dome', but ACSN has established its uniqueness as the
premiere educational cable service. This "leg-up" in the
,
marketptace, as well as a new dentifidtion for who an&what the
:networ4 is, gives ACSN strong posture for the future.

ACSN-The Learning Channel
A major consideration of th network hap been in positioning
itself within the cable industry, which may f±te reaching saturation
with over 70 different programming stviceS. Even with this keen
competition, ACSN provides a service quite 'yrIlike any other.

ACSNThe Learning Channel tells the network's varied
audiences who it is and what it does. Therefore, the Board of
Directors recently approved that designation for the network.
The name, ACSN-,--The Learning Channel, although very new, is
already having an impact on_the, network's visibility:,Viewers, cable
operators a nd other participantt in the industry car' now identify
immediately the service available through this unusual cable
television programinind network. The uniqueness Of .ACSN The
Learning Channel' service sh,Ould not be underestimated.
The cable industry is enhanced by the existence of a
programming service dedicated to learning. The cable operator
can fulfill his obligation to the public need by providing more than
movies and sports to-his subscribers. And otcourte, the cable
subscriberwins because the "promise" of cable can.tre-delivered.
Position within the industry is becoming strortger. To achieve its
goals, though,.The Learning Channel.has planned for both the
short and long term.
The Business Plan
Three major areas of business
and revenue sources
have
clearly developed with the network's growth. Each has been
strengthened in the process and can now be projected to make a
contribution to The Learning Channel's goal of becoming totally
self sufficient. Business revenue in 1981 was ariprokimately
080,000..As mentioned earlier, the network anticipates a tripling
of its revenue base in 1982 to close to $1,, million,. Expectations for
the future include. a doubling of income by 1983 and self
sufficiency in 1984.
.

The Learning Channel Program Service
The 64 hour per week service of educational, informational and
instructional programming delivered to subsdibers through local
cable systems remains the primary business of. The Learning
Channel. To achieve a greater penetration of the market, the
majority of The organization's resources will be allocated to support
the technical, programmatic and marketing efforts of the learning
service.
That detail ent of resources to the programming service does
carry the po ntial of stimulating other revenues which are
_ program rela d. For example, learning is often augmented by texts
.

and other m erials which can extend the experience. The
opportunity t create a new revenue source has been seized
through a comprehensive effort to identify, procure and then sell
ancillary materials which help the audience expand their learning.
This is expected to be a growing source of income in the future.

'

ACSN Chairman Tarry Sanford (tight)
with board member-Leonard Reintich.
Sartfottl, a former, governor of NOtth.
Carolina and one of the nation's.moet
respected businessmen and public
servants. is the president of Duke
University. A pioneer in both

broadeatilkig aricfm&ileirtich Is the r'
forrner
knew of Cox
Communications 14a leader In the
cable inguatty.

I-

ACSNe Master Control Center, from
which its 64 hours per week of
programmingis fed to the satellite, in
-turn, re- transmits the programming to
cablepyttems around the cduntry.
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Beyond that; The Learning Channet has started a concerted
effort to identify program producers whO are willingto pey a fee for
the sophistidated distribution system the network provides.
DevelOpment of this effort, sponsored programs, has added
another revenue source.

technical Services.

.

To operate a full service educational network, The Learning
Channel must maintain staff and equipment to perform numerous
technical activities. As the network continues to grow, the
demands on the technical operations proportionately increase.
However, it is anticipated that excess equipment capacity will exist
for Tome time.
_
Maximizing revenues through the sale of excess capacity is an
established priority of the -organization. Services availatSgto
outside clients incrude sale of transponder time not belt*, use by
The Learning Channel; program origination utilizingr"off-hotif
the network's uplink faciKty; post - production and remote fed
services which,expand microwave and tape equipment to their ful
capacity; and various technical and production support services.
.

Program
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To maint
tatus as tale leading provider of adult
educationahmaterial, The Learning Channel will occasion,ally
produce original programming to meet specific needg and
demands a its consumer audiences. These programs will be
producedwsing external funding for production while maintaining
product control. Program Syn
ation is the leasing of programs
produced by The Learning C.. noel to other broadcast and nonbroadcast entities for further
tribution.

Corporate Developnilbnt
Even with the positive dir
nand results, already achieved,
The Learning Channel will
eed'additional support to continue
on its course of becoming completely self-sufficient. To Meet this
need private sector, corporate participation is being pursued.
As with business revenues, the fund r4ising efforts-have gained
momentum. The RCP Corporation and the Firestone Foundation
have given generously in the form of general operating support.
Modest financial assistance has also been received from several
Eastern -based coal companies and banking institutions.
Corporations and foundations are,being approached on the
basis of contributing to general operating funds or participating .
.financially in the production of programs which address identifiable
public education and training needs. Private sector financing of
programs provides revenue directly and increases the potential of
revenue from program syndication.

Ten years after the beginning, current organizational planning
has identified multiple sources of revenue. In the near term, they
enable The Learning Channel to rapidly increase income to carry
itself into the future. For the long range, this, means the American
cable television audience will continue to be served by a learning
opportunity which was spawned by their government and which is
maturing in the private sector.
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Conclusion

It is never easy to s
lesSonsslearned, new

arize sornethjng,as complex as the
tions taken, a'nd resources utilized to
bring ACSNThe Lear rig Channel to its current status. The
evolution from a rpgiona ducatjonal experiment to an

educational/inibrfttional program service available to literally
millions of Americans is the accomplishment of many. At the same
time, it should be the pride Of many.
The Appalachian Regional Comnfission, The National Ipstitute of
Education; the National Aeronautics and Space Adrriinistration,
and the National 'Telecommunications and Information
Administration have all contributed to the success of this unique
public service in the private sector.
But the work is not done. It is, important to realize that a
substantial effort is required to continue the growth of ACSN. The

Appalachian CommunitervIce Network staff and Board are
committed to that effort.
With the strong basis of support AESP, theh ACSN, and ridtv
ACSNThe Learning Channel, h'as received from the outset, its
remarkable achieVements to date, and the firm organization in
place at the present time, the continued success of this thriving
network is an achievable goal.
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Board of
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Chairman

Dr. Terry Sanford
President, Duke University
Durham, NC
.Mr".Rayrriond Bolognai,
President Bologna Coal
Compa'hy, Burgettstown, PA
Mr. Frederick Breitvnfeld, Jr.
Executive Director, Maryland
.Center fOr Pu,bliBraadcasting
Owings Mills, MI;
Ms. Phyllis George B'rown
First Lady of Kentucky
Office of the Governor

FrarVortKY

Mr. Guy H. Bruce,,Sr:
Real Estate Developers
Albertville, AL
Mr..Arnell Church
Department of Public Inforrriation
United Mine Workers of America
Washington, DC Dr. Theodore Debro, Jr.
Vice-Pres. for lnstit. Advancement
Miles College
,B-Irmingham, AL
Mr. Lewis C. dowdy
Educator
Greensboro, NC
Ms. Virginia G.,ines Fox

Rresident, SouffP Educational
ComMunications Assot7, Columpia:
'SC

Mr. Z. Brent Fry
Dir. Continuing Education. Ohio
University, Athens, OH
Mr. William Haley
Station Manager. WPBY -TV
Huntington, WV
Mr. James S. K ndOros
McNair, Glenn, onduros, Corley
Singletary, Porte
Dibble
Columbia,,,SQ
Dr. Jim Wayne Mill
Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center,

F-

W stern Kentucky University
Bt5wling Green. KY

Mr. Ronnie Mootgomey,
Miners Bank

President, Farmers
Jonesville, VA

-

Mr J. Leonard Reihsch
Former President & Chairman
Cox Communications

a

Atlanta! GA
Mrs Wilma Dykeman Stokeley
Author. Lecturer and
Spokesperson for Appalachia
Newport. TN
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